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Last year corporations spent over 100 billion USD worldwide on training. How much of that was well spent, and directly
contributed to participant change on the job? There is a tremendous difference between “I understand it,” and “I can do
it.” Training needs to be carefully designed to bridge the knowing-doing gap, blending sound use of adult learning theories
with hands on feedback and practice to help transfer those skills to the workplaces of today. This is the foundation of our
philosophy at 1221. We deliver best in class research, training, and consulting in persuasive communications, all tailored to
the cross-cultural environments of Asia. Which would you like to grow in your organization next?
WHAT’S INSIDE?
Key topics for 2015

1 — Formats & Follow-Up
2— Powerful Speaking
3— Building Influence
4— Trust-Based Negotiations

5— Insightful Selling
6— Business Writing
7— Team Dynamics
8— Clear Decisions

9 — The Trouble with Training
11— About Joshua Davies
12— Client References

Session Formats
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• Mixed Intensive Format (MIF): A
balanced mix of morning whole
group intensive (3 hours, up to 16
delegates), and afternoon small
group/one-on-one sessions for
personal attention & feedback.
MIF delivers the strongest ROI of
any group session. We strongly
endorse this format for a number
of our modules as it has the best
cost to benefit ratio.

• Traditional session format: The
global training standard,
available in half day, full day, or 2
day sessions, this format is good
for groups of 8 to 16 participants.
Need a larger group? It is
possible: as long as we're aware of
the learning trade-offs.
Good to know: In both Hong Kong &
Singapore many of our programs are
available for Continuing Professional
Development (CPD) credit.

Follow-UP
• Express Sessions (“Lunch and
Learn”): When time or buy-in is a
factor, 90min-2 hour express
sessions are a great way to cover a
few key learning points in highly
motivated short intensives with
groups up to 24.

Too often training is treated as a
one off event. Without strong leadup and follow-through, we lose the
majority of our momentum. In
addition to our extensive tailoring
and pre-assessment, as follow-up
we offer:

• VC / B l e n d e d Tra i n i n g :
Increasingly organizations are
looking for ways to save travel
costs by de-locating sessions and
hosting sessions via video
conferencing and online blended
learning.

• 5 M i n u te Me n to r ( m i c ro learning): Just-in-time delivery of
new ideas and review, right to
your email or phone. Carefully
sectioned bite sized chunks of
learning to grow without
wearing out or cutting into the
work day. Usage reporting and
availble for L&D feedback.

• Executive Coaching: Busy top
executives often lack the time for
long group training, as well as
preferring the privacy and
personal attention one-on-one
coaching provides. 1221
Consulting delivers continued
growth that fits your schedule.
• Mixed Intensive Coaching: Ideal
for busy executives, 3-2-1
combines a 3 hour group
intensive training session (to
develop a common language and
build and assess core strengths),
followed by small group &
monthly individual coaching
follow-ups to drive home key
areas for growth. An ideal mix of
time/value for tight schedules.

• Impact Boosters: Short 1 to 2
hour sessions, ideally in small
groups, to reconnect with and
stretch beyond session topics.
Strong proven ROI and highly
encouraged.
• Coaching Culture: Short training
for managers to better enable
them to coach, mentor, provide
feedback, and lead discussions
on our training topics.
• Resource Library: Available 24/7,
our carefully curated articles and
tools to expand on training
topics. Don't see something? Let
us know and we'll find it!
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“There are three things to aim at in public speaking: first, to get into your subject, then to get your
subject into yourself, and lastly, to get your subject into the heart of your audience.”
— Alexander Greg

WHAT’S THE CHALLENGE?
It's estimated over 80 million presentations are given
around the world everyday. Most of them are not making
the most of their opportunity, and billions are lost yearly
on dull speeches with little follow through and no power.
Isn't it time we communicated better? The goal of a great
presentation is not its completion, but in how much the
audience remembers and acts. In both prepared and
impromptu situations we need the ability to deliver more
powerful audience focused speeches.

PROGRAMS INCLUDE
•
•
•
•
•
•

Presentation Confidence Assessment
Customization through stakeholder interviews.
Availble in multiple size & timing formats (see
page 1)
BYOD Video recording and feedback.
Micro-learning & other follow up tools.
Programs below can be mixed & matched for
further tailoring.
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SPEAKING PROGRAMS
1. Speak to Persuade (Intermediate)
Our speaking foundations program:
What makes a good speech? Learn
how to organize your message, calm
your ner ves, and align body
language and voice for maximum
impact.

3. Executive Presence
Executive presence goes beyond
good public speaking— it is about
strategic techniques for conveying
authority and expertise, warmly
developing trusted rapport, and
achieving a interactive confidence.

5. Speaking to the Media
Whether handling an interview,
dealing with PR, or managing a crisis
— speaking with the media involves
a unique skilled approach to develop
trust, deliver quality information,
and stay on message.

2. Speak to Persuade (Advanced)
Build on your speech skills to grow
stronger structure, more memorable
transitions, advanced audience
interaction, and run powerful Q&A
sessions.

4. Building Business Stories
Whats your story? Increasingly
businesses are turning to narrative
techniques to engage with clients on
a more personal and memorable
level. Learn the structures for crating
your organization's impactful stories.

6. From Tech to Non-Tech
Shaw once said the USA and UK are
“two countries separated by a
common language.” The same can be
said about technical content—
getting your message across simply
without losing the details is crucial
in business.
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“To listen well is as powerful a means of communication and influence as to talk well.”
—John Marshall

WHAT’S THE CHALLENGE?
Charles Darwin once wrote, “It is not the strongest of the
species, nor the most intelligent that survives, but rather
the one that is most adaptable to change.” In today's
challenging and fast paced business environment, success
is built upon our ability to inspire and influence others and
build secure, sustainable relationships – fast. The ultimate
success in creating or rebuilding that type of business
relationship rests in implementing a systematic
framework to achieve one's influencing objectives.

PROGRAMS INCLUDE
•
•
•
•
•
•

Discovery Learning's certified Influence Style
Assessment™
Customization through stakeholder interviews.
Availble in multiple size & timing formats (see
page 1)
BYOD Video recording and feedback.
Micro-learning & other follow up tools.
Programs below can be mixed & matched for
further tailoring.
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INFLUENCE PROGRAMS
7. Conversational Influence
Our influence foundations program: We
all need to move others in ways that
create genuine positive
commitment, but how do we do it?
Learn how to balance push and pull
to turn your ideas into actions.

9. Leadership vs. “Loudership”
Designed for team leaders and upper
management— Are you achieving
real commitment, or just
compliance? Learn the skills to build
real downward influence to move
from positional to personal power.

8. Influencing without Authority
How do we move an audience when
they hold all the positional power?
Designed for those scenarios when
we need buy-in from those we have
no authority over, and whom often
have it over us.

10. Virtual Influence
Face to face is one thing, but with
much of influencing done online and
via con call and telepresence, how
can we continue to build positive
influence despite technical hurdles.

11. Impromptu Assertiveness
Being able to think, speak, persuade,
and build rapport on the spot is
much harder than any prepared
speech or Q&A. We'll show you
structured approaches to mastery.
12. Intercultural Influence
How do we need to adapt our own
style in the face of changing cultural
mores and demographic shifts? This
session taps into the latest findings
on influence use and changes in Asia
and covers practical ways to best
build trust in complex cultural
environments.
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“He who has learned to disagree without being disagreeable has discovered the
most valuable secret of a diplomat.”
– Robert Estabrook

WHAT’S THE CHALLENGE?
Over time, many of us develop bad negotiating skills
habits that impede our ability to succeed when dealing
with others. We help professionals get negotiations
techniques started on the right foot and enable them to
keep them flowing, even when unexpected conflict
threatens to derail negotiations. With these improved
negotiating skills, participants can focus on aiming high
during negotiation seminars while not having to worry
about manipulative tactics that are so often used by
dishonest negotiators.

PROGRAMS INCLUDE
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kilmann Diagnostics certified Negotiating Style
Assessment™
Customization through stakeholder interviews.
Availble in multiple size & timing formats (see
page 1)
BYOD Video recording and feedback.
Micro-learning & other follow up tools.
Programs below can be mixed & matched for
further tailoring.
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NEGOTIATION PROGRAMS

13. Building Better Negotiations
Our negotiation foundations program:
How to prepare, establish
b o u n d a r i e s, b u i l d t r u s t, u s e
standards, make concessions, and
aim for positive win-win results. This
is our core negotiations program for
all audiences.

15. Internal Negotiations
Often times more difficult than
external negotiations, this session
focuses on how to improve the
negotiation of differences, the
exchange of viewpoints and ideas,
and the building of relationships, in
order to achieve positive outcomes.

14. Advanced Negotiation Intensive
An advanced small group 1-2 day
program focused entirely on
intensive simulation, recording, and
expert feedback, to take negotiation
skills beyond even high benchmarks.

16. Team Negotiating
Negotiation sessions usually focus
on individual skills, but at the table it
is often team dynamics that gives us
greater leverage or cause us to derail.
Learn how to mange it well.

17. Dealing with Difficult Tactics
Specifically focused on worst case
scenario planning— this session is
for teams that are dealing with very
difficult negotiations beyond the
usual scope.
18. Virtual Negotiating
More and more negotiations are
being done via phone, email and
even chat applications— what
special techniques do we need to use
to still manage the negotiation well?
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“Customer loyalty is a product of how you sell, not what you sell. ”
– Matthew Dixon

WHAT’S THE CHALLENGE?
What does selling mean today? The sales landscape has
drastically changed, and modern clients don't want to be
sold to in the same way as a decade ago. Endless questions
followed by ‘matching’ skills are frustrating busy clients as
they struggle to understand the value in giving up precious
time to provide information: in doing the sales rep's
homework for them. Clients are better informed than
before and looking for a different approach.

PROGRAMS INCLUDE
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sales Confidence Index
Customization through stakeholder interviews.
Availble in multiple size & timing formats (see
page 1)
BYOD Video recording and feedback.
Micro-learning & other follow up tools.
Programs below can be mixed & matched for
further tailoring.
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SALES PROGRAMS
19. Consultative Selling
Our selling foundations program: A core
selling skill— how to go beyond tell
and sell and pitch pushing and really
engage our clients in needs based
conversation.
20. Insight Based Selling
Consultative selling is a core
foundation skill, and will not being
going out style or need: but what
else do we need to succeed? To go
beyond diagnostic selling and move
into future oriented hypothesis
based wow creation, we need insight.

21. Building Insightful Organizations
We know we need insights, but that
is easier said than done— how did
we actually create them? If Insightful
Selling is only sales team driven it
cannot succeed- deep research is
required to truly create “aha”
moments with a client.
22. Sales Coaching Culture
How can we build a real sales
coaching organization? tailored to
managers with a strong focus on
follow-up process— this workshop
takes your sales team to the next
level.

23. Selling Across Cultures
How many times have you heard
“this won't work in our market?”
Uncover the balance between
location and innovation in this
session.
24. Bridging Front & Back Office
Many times sales efforts fall short by
neglecting to integrate the support
teams that fuel the sales engine. This
team sales training unites diverse
groups and builds a stronger sales
organization together.
•
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“Writing, when properly managed, is but a different name for conversation.”
— Laurence Sterne

WHAT’S THE CHALLENGE?
On an average day we spend at least 30% of our time
writing emails, memos,and reports. Both the volume
and speed of business communication is increasing
rapidly, leading to massive overload on the reader side.
How can we make sure what you write gets read and acted
upon? The writing we share must be focused, concise,
accurate and compelling, in order to keep interest. Fair or
not: people will form opinions about you, and your career
prospects will be affected, by way you write.

PROGRAMS INCLUDE
•
•
•
•
•

Writing Sample Lexical Analysis
Customization through stakeholder interviews.
Availble in multiple size & timing formats (see
page 1)
Micro-learning & other follow up tools.
Programs below can be mixed & matched for
further tailoring.
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WRITING PROGRAMS
25. Bold Business Writing
Our writing foundations program:
What actually makes a persuasive
message? If our writing lacks energy,
or comes across poorly in tone, we
end up losing momentum. This
intermediate session covers better
business writing in general.
26.Email Excellence
How can we get people to read what
we write, respond, and act on it in a
timely manner? This session is
geared specifically to the unique tips
and tricks that make email work.

27. What’s the Power-Point?
PowerPoint is the bane of many
professional's existence, but it is also
key to our success. Knowing how to
go beyond data dump and structure
well visually and narratively is
crucial, but often overlooked.
28. Writing for the Media
Internal and client writing are one
area, but when writing for public
consumption, whether on the web, in
trade publications, or in newspapers
or magazines, a different style and
strategy is required.

29. Report Rockstar
If you are tasked with creating
reports, particular strategies need to
be followed in order to ensure
s u c c e s s — f ro m m a k i n g s u re
technical content is clearly
explained, to formatting larger
documents for easy readability.
30. Internal Document Design
Specifically tailored to building
better writing for internal team share
spaces/online networks (including
chat applications), based on careful
analysis of internal trends.
•
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“Conflict is drama, and how people deal with conflict shows you the
kind of people they are.”
— Stephen Moyer

WHAT’S THE CHALLENGE?
Do you have conflict with team members cross
functionally? Is your team stock trying to achieve higher
performance? You're not alone: team competence is a
complex set of awareness, attitudes, and skills that allow
you to interact with international business colleagues in
ways that are appropriate, respectful, and relevant. So how
do we manage difficult situations and achieve a high
functioning team environment?

PROGRAMS INCLUDE
•
•
•
•
•

Team Readiness Assessment
Customization through stakeholder interviews.
Availble in multiple size & timing formats (see
page 1)
Micro-learning & other follow up tools.
Programs below can be mixed & matched for
further tailoring.
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TEAM PROGRAMS
31. Building High Performance Teams
Our team foundations program: We
examine and experience the
traditional stages of team growth,
with the aim of assessing and
discussing where we are now, and
what steps we need to take to grow.
32. Leading Difficult Conversations
No matter how high functioning a
team, conflicts will at times occur.
We train on methods for handling
difficult conversations in a way that
leads towards a better functioning
team, rather than sowing distrust.

33. Cross-Functional Success
How do we move from a silo mindset
to one that genuinely works
collaboratively? This session geared
for both leaders and members of XFT
tackles true team building head on.
34. Virtual Teams
Increasingly many teams today
rarely if ever meet face to face, and
yet they are still tasked with working
together well. Thankfully research
and time-tested strategies do exist
for developing a good team, even if
you never meet face to face.

35. Team Time Management
How we manage time individually as
well as with our team greatly affects
the harmony, flow, and productivity
of an office. From building better
meetings, to dealing positively with
different perceptions of time, we get
your team running smoothly.
36. Becoming Finance Partners
Specifically designed for the key
transformation affecting finance
teams today: how do we move from
roles as stewards, to roles as
collaborative thought leaders?
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“I suppose it is tempting, if the only tool you have is a hammer, to treat
everything as if it were a nail.”
— Abraham Maslow

WHAT’S THE CHALLENGE?
Decision making, especially between diverse groups and
cultures, is an essential and very important skill in the
business tool kit of professionals in the 21st century.
Especially in a fast business environment, you need to
make sure your actions and decisions are founded on
reality. Similarly, when you accept or challenge other
people's conclusions, you need be confident that their
reasoning, and yours, is firmly based on the sound process.

PROGRAMS INCLUDE
•
•
•
•
•

Discovery Learning's certified Decision Style
Assessment™
Customization through stakeholder interviews.
Availble in multiple size & timing formats (see
page 1)
Micro-learning & other follow up tools.
Programs below can be mixed & matched for
further tailoring.
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DECISION PROGRAMS
37. Problem Solving
Our decisions foundations program:
How can we best generate lots of
good ideas, rather than following the
same paths we always do? This
session will explore methods for
generating many ideas quickly.

39. Leading Decision Teams
Running a good strategic problem
solving or decision making session
requires a delicate balance of
guidance and group facilitation to
make sure the process progresses
and every voice is heard.

38. The Innovative Organization
Have you lost your creative spark?
S p e c i fi c a l l y g e a r e d t o w a r d s
organizations that are trying to take
the leap from differentiation to true
innovation.

40. Advanced Decision Models
Is your team stuck? A tour of even
more advanced decision making
methods for teams that have tried it
all, along with the situations to use
them in and tools to use them well.

41. Here Comes the Data
Scattered Excel spreadsheets are no
long enough: big data, shared,
organized, and used strategically is
what allows us to stay on top. We'll
show you how to take that next step.
42. Personal Decision Branding
How we decide as a team is one
thing: but the personal career
decisions we make, every day and
over the course of years, form the
core of who we ultimately are in
defining our professional selves.
•
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FIRST OFF, THE GOOD NEWS
There is a rising demand for training (with spending
growing 12% between 2013 and 2014— the biggest
upswing in a decade) and that positive demand is
greatest in Asia, where 46% of companies surveyed
plan to spend more, compared to 37% of North
American-based companies and 34% of European.
Additionally high-impact learning organizations with
highly mature Learning and Development (L&D)
functions spend 34% more than others, and are as a
result seeing higher performance in return, to the
extent where L&D is being seen as a profit center.
1. BEFORE TRAINING
No proper business need alignment is
attempted.
Too often there is a failure to align
training with corporate objectives
and real world competency gaps. In
order for companies to achieve
results, any program investment
should involve input from business
leaders to ensure that learning is
driving retention, engagement, and
performance. How do we do this
though? A survey by the Hong Kong
Institute of Human Resource
Management (HKIHRM) found
that many organizations are
lacking both in a systematic

KEY CHALLENGES
Before— A lack of business, management
stakeholder, and participant alignment.
During— Much training itself is fundamentally
broken.
After training— Poor follow-up fails to bridge
the knowing-doing gap.

•
•
•

process to survey training needs
(39.3%), but also have difficulty
soliciting full support and
championship from management
(34.2%). This is troubling, because
people tend not to change unless
they know the what is in it for
them: behavior change follows
habit change, and habit change
follows motivation. People won't
change long-standing habit unless
they discover the need themselves
and see how training helps to
bridge those competency gaps.
Without business, stakeholder, and
participant needs alignment before
any session begins, training results
in little value
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OUR SOLUTION
We are your partner not only in
delivery, but in preparation. What
does that mean? Part of our job is
to m a ke t h e t a s k s of L & D
departments easier— we're here to
help as needed running training
needs assessment, conducting key
stakeholder inter views, and
preparing materials for internal
promotional purposes. To us,
aligning participants’ individual
needs with clear business priorities
is crucial, and one of the factors
most found to improve company
revenue.
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2. DURING TRAINING
Much training itself is fundamentally
broken.
The researchers Brinkerhoff and
Apking (2001) concluded: "Almost
all organizational training is a
marginal intervention and has only
slight effects on performance
improvement.” Too often training is
like trying to drink from a firehosesimply too much information
download and too little hands on
reflection and practice, and on top
of that focused on generalized,
rather than localized content.
People have individual learning
styles, which are individually and
culturally conditioned, and failure
to adjust to that leads to a failure to
really train. In terms of delivery
itself- trainers dominate, when
they should facilitate: they should
steer, but they should not control
the discussion.
OUR SOLUTION
With a Masters in the Science of
Education, we are careful to have
training follow best practices of
adult action learning- with
extensive simulation, feedback,
reflection and review all within a
framework of spaced repetition to
avoid overload. We're well versed in
designing and using blended and
eLearning (and have been a
keynote speaker on the topic
throughout Asia), but recognize
that many persuasive skills are best
improved in the dynamic space of a
face to face training setting.

3. AFTER TRAINING
Poor follow-up fails to bridge the
knowing-doing gap.
Good training is a marathon, not a
sprint, but training is often too
complicated and demands changes
too rapidly. If we try to change 20
things at once, we end up changing
nothing. No matter how enjoyable
training itself is, what is the point if
nothing changes on the job? Follow
up lacks organizational support,
and feedback tied to opportunities
to practice skills learned in session.
If senior leaders don't model the
good practices we champion, then
how can we expect their direct
reports to? If KPIs aren't tied to
changes we seek, why should we
spend energy on them? If
participants detect lack of support
and direct involvement from top
management, they see programs
as passing fads of little importance.
If they fail to get continued
measurement, feedback, and
opportunities to practice new
behaviors, then what is learned is
not continued.

OUR SOLUTION
We seek buy-in before training
begins from senior leadership, to
attain alignment with business
objectives and the best practices of
internal leaders. After training we
follow up to identifying success
cases (those who have embraced
the change successfully);
conducting interviews to learn
exactly how success was achieved;
a n d co m m u n i ca t i n g re s u l t s
throughout the organization to
encourage further buy-in. or
sustainability: we provide tools for
measurement to participants and
management, as well as work with
you to integrate feedback with your
existing systems. We are certified
in corporate coaching, and work to
train your managers to create a
stronger coaching culture, as
continued on the job coaching is
the best way to ensure lasting
change. Why coaching? 94% of
those with improved performance
had manager support. Effective
coaching multiplies training ROI.
CSO Insights’ Sales Performance
Optimization survey showed that
with formal coaching, more than
90% of participants integrate
training concepts into their daily
practice — and these companies
outdistance others in key metrics,
including participants making
quota and forecast deals won. In
other words, training for manager
coaches is just as important as
training for participants.
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More information can be found on
LinkedIn at: linkd.in/jdavies

Formerly on the faculty of Yonsei and
Sungkyunkwan universities, Joshua has 12
years of business and communications
training experience in the markets of Asia
and Europe, as well as both South and North
America. He has worked with Fortune 100
and S&P Asia 50 companies throughout the
Asia region, conducting coaching and
workshops on various areas of
communications improvement at all levels of
upper management. Professionally he is
active in ATD, the Association for Business
Co m m u n i c a t i o n , t h e I n te r n a t i o n a l
Leadership Association, and the National
Communication Association.
EXECUTIVE COACHING
Certified as a Professional Corporate Coach
by CCUI, Joshua has facilitated one on one
and small group coaching engagements at
the managerial through C-suite level in
various durations from 1 month to 1 year.
Focus is always on clearly benchmarked
client driven progress, with strongly
integrated next steps and follow through
process measurement. In particular Joshua
specializes in transitioning high potentials to
roles where more regional or global presence
and interaction is required.
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
Drawing on his Masters in Education and
best practice business and training research,
Joshua has been instrumental in designing
core training programs. He has also
customized as well designed from the
ground up internal programs for Fortune
100s throughout Asia, delivering them
himself, as well as leading "Train the Trainer"
sessions for localized deployment.

AREAS OF RESEARCH
Joshua specializes in research in persuasive
communications, focusing on cross cultural
dynamics of influence in the Asia pacific
region. He has completed meta-studies and
presented at academic conferences on topics
ranging from the structure of persuasive
speech, NE Asian negotiation tactics, as well
as patterns of influence across teams.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ADDITIONAL CERTIFICATIONS
Masters in Strategic Management
(Harvard, in progress)
Masters Degree (Education & Linguistics)
Negotiation (Harvard Law School)
Conflict Analysis (USIP)
Advanced Micro-Expression Training
(Eckman)
Conflict Analysis (Kilmann
Diagnostics)
Influence & Decision Style
Indicator (Discovery Learning)
REGIONS
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CLIENT REFERENCES
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View more on LinkedIn at: linkd.in/jdavies

GABRIEL SCHAEPMAN
Senior L & D Consultant, Swiss Re
I have had the pleasure to
collaborate with Joshua for
several years. Joshua was
instrumental in developing
and refining sales, negotiation
and
presentation
competencies of Swiss Re's
sales force in various locations
across Asia. Particular
strengths include:
- adapts programs well to
feedback
- consistently delivers quality
sessions
- strong research ability
- close integration with client
needs
And I could add that his
excellent response time and his
client centricity is impressive:
He is a strong asset for each
company he works for!

POLLY WONG
Head of Talent Management, Asia, JLT
Joshua Davies is one of the
most influential trainers that I
know in the Asia market. He is
highly capable and did an
outstanding job at
1. Uncovering the needs of the
customer
2. Customizing the needs and
tailor made the case study
3. High Impact facilitation and
highly energetic - his
presentation skills workshop,
insight selling and influencing
skills workshop are very well
received and also in demand.
I will highly recommend
Joshua Davies to any
organization which wants to
engage an extraordinary
consultant for upgrading their
professional capabilities.

HYOUNG-YOO HAHM
Regional Talent Analyst, AIG
‘Effectively engaging’ is the
phrase that comes to mind
when I think about Josh. I had
the pleasure of working with
him for a number of
communication training
programs at AIG. Above all, I
was particularly impressed by:
1. great public speaking skills
engaging & stimulating
2. persuasive ways of message
delivery based on his
professional experience and
extensive research
3. customization by listening to
feedback from various
stakeholders such as myself,
head of Talent Management,
the attendees
In addition to these standout
traits, he is a great colleague to
work with making any meeting
organized, focused, and yet
pleasant.
I believe, any
employer is lucky to have Josh
as a consultant.
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NIKLAS SCHELANDER
Capital Raising & Investor Relations at
CDH Investments
I had a the pleasure of working
with Joshua when he helped
our team with advanced sales
and speech skills.
I have
worked with many coaches in
the past but I was impressed by
how fast Joshua was able to
achieve a substantial
difference to our team
members. I found his approach
to be very effective and
impactful. Joshua helped us to
become even more
professional in terms of client
management and speeches In
addition, Joshua is leveraging
technology very well including
cameras, online / live tutorial
through e.g. Skype, speech
writing, videos through the
cloud etc. The feedback from
our team was unanimously
positive and I hope we get a
chance to work together also in
the future.

SEONG EUN KIM
Senior Counsel at Goldman Sachs
Joshua is a great
communication coach who
understands both Eastern and
Western styles of
communications and trains
someone to be most effective
in cross cultural modern
business context. I worked with
Joshua when he was
conducting a communication
training course for employees
of Goldman Sachs. He was not
only effective and excellent in
delivering what he is required
to train with fun and impact, he
was also able to tailor his
training per individual and
personalize it. I was so
impressed with his training
that I have signed up for the
additional training from his
organization on my personal
cost as well. In providing his
coaching, he went extra miles
and offered help in me getting
additional resources of training
and actively followed up. His
diverse interst in various areas
made him an valuable to client
beyond his techincal efficiency
in training. I am sure he will
succeed in any type of mandate
and challenges that await him.

EMILY YAP
Senior Leadership Development
Consultant, BlessingWhite Asia-Pacific,
a Division of GP Strategies
Joshua is a outstanding
communicator and supremely
dedicated and professional
trainer. We have worked
together for three years and he
has been a consultant, designer
and trainer for sales and
negotiations skills training for
my MNC client. Joshua is
patient and committed to
make adjustments to the
content to the clients’ needs; he
strong background expertise in
curriculum design and
pedagogy allows him to
undertake the needed
customization efficiently and
effectively. Joshua's energy is
infectious – within and without
the classroom and makes him a
dependable and pleasant team
worker. He brings value to
every project he undertakes,
any organization and working
relationship he is part of.
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1221 Consulting
Central Bldg., Level 9
1-3 Pedder Street, Central,
Hong Kong
p. +852 9664 0988 (HK)
e. joshua@1221.blue
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